The Smallest Errors Can Spell Flooring
Disaster…(There’s a Silver Lining)
The results are in…
Having the ability to field calibrate your moisture meter, demonstrates to clients and colleagues
a clear focus on the importance of maintaining accuracy. This is unique within the moisture
measurement industry. Wagner Meters leads the way by providing you with this leading-edge
technology…an industry first!

The Orion® Series of Moisture Meters is setting the new
standard with…
Advanced Technology, Superior Accuracy,
and Unmatched Versatility...
Only the Orion® Series of Moisture Meters provide you with this type of assured confidence,
so that you can consistently maintain a high level of precise accuracy. Being able to re-calibrate
the minute that you have any concern about precise accuracy…is a time saver and a
confidence builder.

Accurate moisture testing of wood products prior to
installation…is paramount to the prevention of costly
mistakes!
Let’s look at this through a wide-angle lens…
You are a developer with a large custom home under construction in the Las Vegas
area. The project is moving forward…efficiently and on schedule. The plank flooring
was recently installed and a glaring problem was discovered. The lines of the plank
flooring are not square…

In fact, they are over 2 inches out of square!
After some diligent research, the problem emerges…one of the main walls of the house
was built out of square. The problem began in the corner with it only being 1/8 inch out
of square over a distance of 36 inches. The distance from the origin of the problem to
where the flooring was installed, greatly magnified the problem.
This was a costly error that could have been prevented! Just that 1/8 inch out of
square…that small amount, created a disastrous challenge for your project.

When it relates to moisture measurement, the smallest inaccuracy
can have catastrophic results.
What happens if your moisture meter was out of calibration and the entire plank flooring
expanded into a warped and tented disaster…requiring the entire flooring to be
removed? An extremely costly mistake, not to mention the potential damage to your
professional reputation!
These damages could have been prevented if you were in possession of an Orion®
Wood Moisture Meter...the Most Accurate, Most Advanced moisture meter on the
market.* They give you the ability to field calibrate your moisture meter. In fact, the
Orion® Series of Wood Moisture Meters are the ONLY wood moisture meters, on the
market...who have the capability to be field calibrated! You do NOT have to send the
moisture meter back to the factory, to be re-calibrated...EVER!

That is a huge time saver!
To make it even better, the Orion® Series of Wood Moisture Meters is
not affected by surface moisture or wood temperature. Their versatility is
unmatched...they are the Most Versatile wood moisture meter, on the
market.
There is only one solution for professionals who deal in any type of wood
product that can be affected by moisture…the Orion® Series of Wood
Moisture Meters.
They are the Most Advanced! They are the Most Accurate!* They are
the Most Versatile!

The Orion® Series of Moisture Meters…setting a new standard for
consistently accurate measurements, by Xxxxxx Xxxxxx.
*For a complete list of independent studies proving the unmatched accuracy of this
technology, call Xxxxxx Xxxxxx today at (xxx) xxx-xxxx

